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Sub: Final Speed Certificate for 22.32t axle load (CC+6t+2t) broad gauge bogie
open rapid bottom discharge coal hopper wagon type BOBRN.

Vide Railway Board's letter No. z}}4lCE-IUTSlZNoL I dated 2.2.2006 &, 15.2.20A6
directives have been issued to increase the loading of BOBRN wagon from CC to
CC+6t+2t on certain specified routes of Indian Railways, for loading 'E', 'F' and
inferior grade coal in order to increase the throughput per rake. This loading is
equivalent to 22.32 t axle load.

The Broad Gauge Bogie Open rapid bottom discharge coal hopper wagon type BOBRN
of maximum axle load of 22.32 t is the same to the existing 20.32 t axle load BOBRN
wagon. All dimensions, bogie particulars, purpose etc. of both wagons are same. The
leading particulars of BOBRN wagon have been shown in RDSO drg. no.WD-91071-S-
01 alt,10. BOBRN wagon with maximum axle load of 2A3X has been permitted to run
upto 70 Kmph in empty and upto 75 Kmph in loaded condition vide this office letter
no. MWBOBRN dated 29.08.2006.

Detailed oscillation trials of BOBRN wagon has been conducted on GOMOH-
CHANDRAPURA-BARKAKANA section of Dhanbad division of E. C. Railway in
empfy and loaded condition with axle load of 22.32 t and the test results are contained
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in RDSO's report No. MT-804/F Rev.-0 of September' 2A07 followed bi,' Amendment
No. 1 dated 05.11.2007.'fhe oscillation trial results indicate that BOBRN wagon has

exhibited satisfactory riding characteristics and stability behavior up to test speed of 90
kmph in empt-v & up to 80 kmph in loaded condition.

Before actual implementation of train operation as per the Speed Certificate on a

particular section, specific approval of Railway Board shall be obtained as stipulated in
Board's leffer No. 2005/CE-IIlTSlT dated 01.05.06.

Based on the design features and satisfactory oscillation trail results, it is certified that
BOBRN wagon with maximum axle load of 22.32t shall be permitted to operate upto
maximum speed of 65kmph in empty condition and upto maximum speed of 60 kmph
in loaded condition subject to the following conditions.

Track

(a) The track shall be to a minimum standard of 52Kg rall (7ZIJIS) on sleeper with M+7
densiry and minimum depth of ballast cushion below sleeper of 250mm, which may
consist of at least 100mm clean and the rest in caked up condition on compact and
stable formation. Maximum permissible speed upto 60Kmph for loaded condition and
65 Kmph in empty condition.

(b) The track shall be to a minimum standard of 90R rail on sleeper with M+4 density and
minimum depth of ballast cushion below sleeper of 200mm, which may consist of at
least 75mm clean and the rest in caked up condition on compact and stable formation.
Maximum permissible speed upto 30Kmph for loaded condition and 65 Kmph in empty
condition.

2.r.1

2.t.2

2.r.3

2.t.4

Wherever condition warrant on account of corrosion on raillweld collar, wear of rail,
cupping in the welds necessary precaufions shall be taken for fish platingljoggle fish
plating of the rail/weld.

Zonal Railways shall impose such further restrictions of speed as deemed fit" based on
the age and condition of track and the extent of rail fractures/weld failures/defect
generation rate occurring in the sections.

The maximum permissible speed on curves shall be decided on the basis of the existing
provi sion of Indian Railway Permanent Way Manual reprint - 2004.

For track maintained to lower standard than that mentioned above, the Chief Engineer
shall decide the lower maximum permissible speed on the basis of maintenance
condition. In this connection, Railway Board's letter No. 65/WDO/SRJ26
dated 19120-10-1966 may be seen. When the Chief Engineer considers that the road bed
is not compacted or there is improper drainage, he shall suitably restrict the maximum
permissible speed depending upon the local conditions.

Besides, USFD testing of rail as per USFD Manual testing of rail head for detection of
gauge face corner defects shall be undertaken at the frequency specified for need based
concept in USFD Manual.

2.r.5
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z L.) Zonal Railways shall certifu the adequacy of existing bridges for permitting rolling
based on physical condition of bridges by keeping them under observations conside
necessary by the Chief Bridge Engineer of Railway.

Bridges

The clearance refers to bridges rvith stanclard 'Cesign of girders, slabs, pipe culverts.
piers and abutments etc. issued bi,'RDSO fbr BGML, RBG and MBG-1987 standard

loadings. Holever, the bearings of span 78.8 m (effective) designed for BGML
standard loading as per RDSO's drarving No BA-11 154 shall be strengthened by
providing ti,vo additional anchor bolts.

Superstructures & bearings of non-standard spans including Arches and sub- strucfures

of all bridges shall be examined under the direction of the Chief Bridge Engineer
concerned and certified saf-e by hirn in tenns of current IRS Bridge Rules, Steel Bridge
Code, Concrete Bridge Code, Arch Bridge Code, Bridge Sub-Structures and

Foundation Code etc. read *'rth upto-date correction slips.

Location of Bridges on which speed restrictions have been imposed shall be notified by
the Railways and incorporated in the rvorking timetable.

In loaded condition, all standard spans of BGML, RBG and MBG-1987 shall be

restricted to 4Okmph.

(b) For single headed operation in loaded condition, track on bridges and approaches of
BGML spans 78.8m (effective) shall be strengthened or modified in such away so as to
allorv lor dispersion of longitudinal force as per clause 2.8.3.2 of IRS Bridge Rules. In
cases r.r'here dispersion cannot be allowed as per clause 2,8.3.2 suc.h as due to provision
of SEJ in bndges etc., the bridge superstructure including bearings and sub-structure
shall be checked for longitudinal force without dispersion and certified safe by the

Chief Bridge Engineer concerned.

(c) For double headed operation in loaded cbndition, track on bridges and approaches of
BGML spans 47.3m,63.0m and 78.8m (all effective) shall be strengthened or rnoditied
in such a way so as to allow for dispersion of longitudinal force as p€r clause 2.8.3.2 of
IRS Bridge Rules. In cases where dispersion cannot be allowed as p€r clause 2.8.3.2
such as due to prcvision of SEJ in bridges etc., the bridge superstructure including
bearings and sub-structure shall be checked for longitudinal force without dispersion
and certified safe by the Chief Bridge Engineer concerned.

2.2.6 Specific restrictions shall be applicable as mentioned in relevant speed certificates of
hauling singleimultiple locornotives/attached wagons issued by RDSO

2.2.7 The clearance is subject to the following parameters of BOBRN wagon.

(il Maximum axle load (Empty ) - 6.4t.
(ii) Maximum axle load (loaded) - 22 32t
(iii) Maximum C.G height from Rail level (Empty) - 1120 mm
(iv) Maximum C.G height frorn Rail level (loade.d) - 2224 mm
(v) Maximum braking force at rail level per axle - 10 % of axle load



2.2.8 The directives of RDSO for operation of CIC-6t+2t axle load22.32t communicated vide
RDSO letter No. CBSiGolden/Q,'Strength dated 21127-07-2009 shall also be flollorved.

2.3 Signaling

2.3.1 Provision of GR, SR, SEM and all extant instructions issued from time to time shall be
complied with.

2.3.2 The condonation regarding infringements in schedule of dimensions shall be obtained in
accordance with local conditions before movement.

2.3.3 On the sections where EBD of more than lKrn. is to catered for, second distant signal or
automatic signaling should be available failing which suitable speed restriction is to be
imposed.

2.4 Rolling Stock

2.4.I Before initiating the operation, CME of the Railway shall certi$, the track worthiness
and safety of the rolling stock.

2.4.2 For movement of wagon on any private or assisted siding for loading or unloading the
consignments, the Chief Engineer of Railway shall be referred to.

2.5 General

2.5.I All the permanent and temporary speed
imposed from time to time due to track,
shall be observed.

restrictions enforced and those that shall be
bridges, curves, signaling and interlocking etc

2.5.2 While loading the wagon, it shall be ensured that coal heap does not infringe with
maximum moving dimensions (diagram no. lD) of IRSOD, Revised 2A04.

2.5.3 The design of the wagon infringes clause l3(b) of Chapter IV (A) of Maximum Moving
Dimensions of 1929 (reprinr1973). The design of the wagon also infringes IRSOD-
2004 revised. These infringements have been condoned by Railway Board vide their
lefter No. 93/CEDAISR/5 dated 30.12.93.

2.5.4 Conditions stipulated in the Railway Board letter No. }}A51CE-II1TS1T dated 01.05.06 for
operation of 22.32t(Cc+6t+2t) axle load shall be applicable till further order.

2.5.5 The wagon will run at normal speed at locations where track centers are minimum
4570mm (15'-0") and structure distances is 2135 mm (?'-0"). On locations where track
centers are less than 4570 mm (15'-0") and for structure distance less than 2l35mm
suitable restrictions shall be imposed.

2.5.6 Suitable precautions for safe passengers standing on the plafform such as provision of
strip marking beyond which passengers will not stand and the drivers blowing their horn
while passing through platform lines to warn the passengers standing close to the
platform have to be taken by the Railways.

2.5.7 Before operation of the wagon on any route a campaign of education of the line staffshall
be carried out to warn them of additional width of these wagons.



2.5.8 The wagons have been painted n'ith distinctive colour code to make them stand out
amongst other wagon i.e. red zebra strips on r,l,hite background at all the four corners.

2.5.g It shall be ensured that pick up shoes are in closed condition while wagon in operation
and the same shall be in open condition at the unloading terminal only.

2.5.10 These wagons have been fitted with graduated release air brakes and therefore shall not
be moved in a mixed train formation. All the wagons shall be moved only in special train
formation hauled by a suitable locomotive capable of hauling the trailing rake of wagon
fltted with air brakes. Brake vans in the rear shall also be suitable for compressed air
brake operations.

2.5.11 The maximum permissible speed of the empty and loaded wagon in the siding at
originating point and destination shall be decided by the Chief Engineer concemed.
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Sub: Amendment No.1 to Final Speed Certificate for 22.32taxle load (CC+6t+2t) Broad Gauge

Bogie open tupiO Oottot diicharge coal hopper wagon type BoBRN'

Ref: RDSo Speed d.'tin.ut. lrto. tvtWspo/BG/BoBRN 122'32tlFinal dt' 16'05'2011
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Para Nos. 2.2.7 ofFinal sped certificate issued vide letter under reference have been amended and

shall be read as under:

2.2.7 Iheclearance is subject to the following parameters of BoBRN wagon'

(i) ftfaximum'aife bad (Empty)- 
' - 6'4t'

i'il ruaximum axte toao iroto"'o) . , ,r .--!.\ - 22'321'

(iii) fuaximum CC n.igni from iail level (Empty) - 1 120mm

titi H,taximum CG neilnt from Rail level (Loaded) - 2390mm

(v) ttlaximum Utifindtottt at rail level per axle - 10% of axle load
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